



Kids Kingdom


January Newsletter for Pre K, Preschool

We are starting a brand new year and have many fun and exciting things
planned for the children...but first, ….a few reminders...... when possible, we still go
outside so please make sure that your child has a warm coat that buttons or zips
securely, a hat, mittens and boots, when necessary. Please remember to label all their
belongings so they don't get lost. Thanks!!
Please note: Kids Kingdom will be CLOSED in celebration of the New Year
In January, Martin Luther King Day, public schools will be closed but Kid's
Kingdom will be OPEN. All Pre K children will spend a fun filled day downstairs
with Ms. Kayla and Ms. Tiffany.
As always, we will be working on new goals with the children. This month's
letters are M,N,O the numbers 9,10, the color blue and the shape star. Our
math/science goal will be using numbers to solve problems. Our language/literacy goal
will be gathering information to help make a prediction. Our physical health goal will be
body awareness and having control over our bodies. Our creative art goal will be to
express oneself freely through drawings. Our social/emotional goal will be to respect
the rights of others. Our social studies goal will be to gain an understanding of
fairness. Our cognitive development goal will be to follow multi step directions.
The first week we will talk about my body and our 5 senses. We will be making a
sight collage, doing a taste test and finger painting
The second week we will talk about polar and arctic animals..animals such as
penguins, polar bears and more. We will be doing fun projects relating to this theme.
The third week will be devoted to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his beliefs of
fairness and equality. We will be making friendship hands and dream clouds.
The last week we will talk about snow, snowmen and the wonderful things we
can do in the snow!! We will be making a snowstorm in a bottle, puffy snow paint and
even a melted snowman!!
We want to wish everyone a very happy and prosperous New Year!!

